
Gitarattan International Business School organised Entrepreneurship Day for MBA & BBA

students on 25th January, 2020. Various events were conducted which were aimed at creating

awareness among the students about all aspects of entrepreneurship and enlightening the students

about real challenges one might face as an entrepreneur. Three different events, ‘Panel

Discussion’, ‘Ignite the Spark’ and ‘Business Venture’ were held to commensurate the spirit of

Entrepreneurship.

A panel discussion was organised to generate student’s interest in entrepreneurship. All the

panelist were hugely acclaimed personalities like, Ms. Sonal Aggarwal Bali who is Chartered

Accountant with over 19 years of experience into leadership positions in flagship companies like

PepsiCo, FujiFilm, Genascis and held Strategic Finance Controllership / Leadership positions.

She is also a Mentor at IIT Kanpur Incubation (INVENT).  Other panelists were, Mr. Vikas

Chaurasia who is by qualifications Cost Accountant, Company Secretary and Law Graduate

from Delhi University. He worked as Director Finance and Commercial of Duet Hotels, UK

based PE funds. He helped in building hotels such as Lodhi Hotels New Delhi, and Four Points

by Sheraton, Pune and he is managing distribution channel of a Hongkong based E commerce

MNC. Mr. Naveen Kumar an Alumni of IIT (BHU), entrepreneur in Water and Environment

Engineering. Next panelist was, A Din Pangotra Author , Mentor, Serial Entrepreneur & Investor

CEO of upcoming National Portal IHUNTBEST  & Chief Mentor of NEDC. To bring diversity

we had another woman panelist, Dr. Apala Baduni an Oral Medicine and Radiologist with a

fellowship in Oral Oncology. She is the founder and secretary of Ekohum Foundation and is
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working in the field of early detection of oral cancer and tobacco cessation. The discussion truly

inspired students as it was evident in their gestures and questions they asked in the end.

Ignite the Spark was one of events which was based on various themes like “Innovate to save

the mother earth - Creative ways to recycle and reuse the wastage”, “Innovate to solve the

problems of traffic woes in Delhi” and “Innovate to save the people from dying in Delhi from

pollution”. There were nine teams from various courses who participated in this event. Through

their presentations, they gave very innovative solutions to the traffic and environmental

problems. Every presentation was followed by the question answer session by the judges Prof.

A.K. Ghosh and Dr. Vikas Gupta. It was a very engaging and knowledgeable session for

audience as well.

The third event of the day was “Business Venture competition”. This competition was judged by

Dr. Uma Gulati and Dr. D.K Choudhary. It was organised to test the students’ skills in the

marketing and innovation.  Six Student teams participated and displayed from food items to

paper bags. Overall it was engaging experience for the students who participated and learning

experience that saw it.

Prepared by: Dr. Sheetal Chadda, Assistant Professor, giBS


